The Music Box Early Years
offers under 4s and their parents
singing, movement and visits from
guest artists on a range of
instruments.

CYMH Instrumental School
offers instrumental tuition,
choirs, musicianship, ensembles
and orchestra.

The Julian Joseph Jazz Academy
enables students to work with
leading jazz artists to explore jazz
through its American roots.

I Can Sing! Performing Arts
offers music theatre training through
voice, dance and stagecraft and
performance opportunities.

20TH ANNIVERSARY
FUNDRAISING APPEAL
HMDT Music, twice winner of the prestigious
Royal Philharmonic Society Award for Education
(2004 and 2008), is a leader in developing
inspiring arts projects, which support other areas
of learning. Working with world class artists and
leading experts, HMDT increases access to high
quality musical experiences by commissioning
new performance works, developing resources,
creating enduring partnerships, and sustaining
an extensive outreach programme to schools
and the community, particularly in areas of
significant disadvantage and deprivation. Each
new commission is underpinned by an education
programme, which enriches participant experience,
increases their skills, raises aspirations and has a
transformative effect on other areas of learning
and social interaction. HMDT is committed to
breaking down barriers to participation, offering
all age groups, particularly those with the least
engagement, sustained music programmes together
with life-changing performance opportunities.

The Hackney Chronicles
2001
Touring Primary School
cross-curricular project with an
opera by Jonathan Dove
celebrating Hackney’s history.

The World Was All
Before Them
2004
A Primary Schools opera
telling the stories of how
students’ parents came
to Hackney.

The 5 years I’ve been with HMDT Music have been the
best of my life. HMDT Music has allowed me to grow,
not just as a musician, actor and singer but as a person.
I’ve learnt a range of things that are uncountable, from
teamwork to determination.
SAMSON, STUDENT

HMDT Music is delighted to be celebrating
its 20th Anniversary this year and is proud of
how much has been achieved in this time by
its small team:
n Over 65,000 people have participated in
workshops, projects and performances;
n Over £8 million has been raised;
n More than 38 new works have been
commissioned and performed;
n We have grown from being a small, local
charity to working across the UK and
internationally.

HMDT IS ONE OF THE VERY FEW IDEALISTIC,
ALTRUISTIC ORGANISATIONS...WHICH
ADVOCATES THE USE OF MUSIC IN HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT... GENUINE HEROES.
THE TIMES

On London Fields
2004
Community Opera created as
part of Operaction Hackney
Skills for Life Courses.
Royal Philharmonic Society
Award Winner

I’ll Be Seeing You
2005
Community Opera
commemorating the Home
Front during WWII as part of
HMDT’s 10th Anniversary
Concert celebration.

Hear Our Voice
2006
Cantata set to children’s
Holocaust writings performed
in, and with, children from
Nuremberg, Prague and
London.

20YEARS

Without the One Spirit Project I would be back in jail.
Now I would love to be mentoring and do the same
for other people that the project did for me.
HOWARD, EX-OFFENDER

All of this work depends on people like you.
We are a small, independent charity, which has
to fundraise for every element of our existence.
In order to sustain the level and quality
of our work we need your help to ensure
a musical future for the next 20 years.

PLEASE GIVE GENEROUSLY
ONLINE AT:
WWW.HMDT.ORG.UK

Confucius Says
2008
Opera with nine schools
celebrating the Beijing Olympics.
Royal Philharmonic Society
Award Winner

Shadowball
2010
Jazz opera and baseball project
for Primary School students.
National Tour 2012.

No other musical company matches HMDT Music for
quality, outstanding outcomes, profound musical and
cross-curricular learning and long-term legacy. HMDT
helped me turn around staff and parental expectations
of the standard that could be achieved at the highest
level across the whole school, leading to our first
Outstanding Ofsted report.
JACQUELINE BRUTON-SIMMONDS, EXECUTIVE
HEAD TEACHER JUBILEE SCHOOL, RETIRED

It has been a great four years for me too, watching
her grow in confidence and seeing the social benefits
she has derived from taking part, not just the technical
ones.Thank you so much from the bottom of my heart.
ICS! has been one of the most rewarding elements
of her primary school years – and I include Trench
Brothers in that.
DIANE, PARENT

The Brown Bomber
2012
Jazz dance and boxing project
for Secondary School students.
PRS for Music Foundation’s
20 x 12 Programme
RPS New Works Award Winner

Trench Brothers
2014
First World War project about
ethnic minority soldiers using
puppetry, artefacts, composition
and performance.
David Bedford Education Award

One Spirit
An ongoing arts and mentoring
rehabilitation project with
young offenders.

HMDT Music’s Patrons are proud to be supporting this 20th Anniversary Appeal

I recommend
everyone gets
involved with HMDT
Music and supports
them in any way
possible so millions
of children can have
the same amazing
opportunity as me.

20YEARS

I am so happy to be supporting this wonderful
organisation – a real treasure, that brings music
and exciting projects to so many new ears, hearts
and minds, so that young people can be inspired
and motivated. HMDT Music works with rare
passion and deserves wholehearted support.
Long may our work together continue!
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HMDT Music is unique and visionary in its
ability to connect the treasures of music and theatre
arts to young people. Its track record underpins
its drive to spread and share important aspects of
learning and knowledge in conjunction with the joy
of performance and creation. Over the last 20 years
young people from all backgrounds have benefitted
from access to Opera,Theatre, Dance and Music with
a multitude of styles and stories.
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SAMSON, STUDENT

NATALIE CLEIN

I feel immensely honoured to be part of HMDT
Music’s history and family and look to a future
of continued collaboration. Its enthusiastic support
for my own vision for jazz education with the
JJJA speaks to HMDT’s ongoing and evolving mission
to bring artistic excellence to all. Here’s to the next
twenty years!

20YEARS
VISIT WWW.HMDT.ORG.UK
CALL 020 8882 8825
EMAIL INFO@HMDT.ORG.UK

Give online at:
www.hmdt.org.uk

20YEARS

RPS Education Winner
On London Fields
2004

RPS Education Winner
Confucius Says
2008
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JULIAN JOSEPH

ENRICHING THE LIVES OF YOUNG
PEOPLE THROUGH MUSIC MAKING

